


ARIMEX 1GO

NO ADDED 
SUGAR/

NO 
ALLERGENS

Problem: 
Lack of convenient small packaging for 
healthy snacks

Solution: 
Pocket-size nuts and dried fruit mixes

Target audience:
Active people who need healthy energy 
on the go: perfect for lunch box, sport’s 
bag, or women’s purse
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1GO ADDED VALUE

Nutrition specialists 
recommend having two 
snacks in between your 

main meals of the day. 1GO 
meets the recommended 

calorie intake for snacks and 
is an excellent choice for a 
light brunch, something to 
go with your afternoon tea 
or simply a snack to chase 

away the hunger.

1GO is a well balanced snack 
with higher nutritional value 

compared to other similar 
products. This snack is easy 

to take along and is delicious 
everywhere , be it the hectic 
city or a quiet getaway in the 
nature. The packets easily fit 

in the handbag, glove 
compartment, laptop bag, 
sports bag  or backpack.

These snacks are a 
favorite of athletic and 
energetic people who 

enjoy traveling and 
discovering the world, 

all the while not 
forgetting to take care of 

their health and be on 
the lookout for healthier 

alternatives.

1GO is a line of 
colorful mixes of nuts, 

dried fruits, berries 
and seeds that are  

perfect snacks when 
your energy levels go 

down and you need to 
grab a healthy bite to 

eat. 
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WHY CHOOSE 1GO?

No added sugar
Active marketing by 

the producer, 
ARIMEX

Convenience
Compliance with global 

healthy nutrition 
guidelines

Well-balanced mix of nuts, 
dried fruits and seeds as 
per recommendations of 

nutrition specialists.

Support to sports federations, 
promotional campaigns, 

participation in major events, 
promotions, presentations, 

provision of marketing 
materials.

Small and attractive 
packaging design, Eurolock

and easy opening

Rapidly growing sales of 
nutritional products and 
increasing focus on the 
recommendations of 
nutrition specialists.
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GTIN NAME
NETTO 

WEIGHT
INGREDIENTS

4771249824745 1GO Green 50 g
Jumbo Raisins, Dried Cranberries, 
Cashews, Almonds

4771249824738 1GO Kids 50 g
Dried Cranberries, Jumbo Raisins, 
Dried Golden Berries, Dried 
Cherries

4771249819062 1GO Yellow 50 g
Dried Cranberries, Cashews, 
Pecans, Dried Banana Slices

4771249822055 1GO Purple 50 g
Pieces of Dates, Blanched 
Hazelnuts, Almonds, Pumpkin 
Seeds

COMMERCIAL INFORMATION 
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1GO PRODUCT ASSORTMENT

No added sugar
No allergens

No added sugar No added sugarNo added sugar
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